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1. Introduction 
All graphs considered in this paper are finite, undirected, without loops or mutiple 
edges. Let G = (V,E) be a graph with 1 VI =n and IEl = m. Given a graph G = (V,E), 
A, B C V, A is a dominating set of B if every vertex of B-A is adjacent to a vertex of 
A. We say that A dominates B if A is a dominating set of B. A subset D of V is called 
a dominating set of G if D is a dominating set of V. The domination number y(G) 
denotes the minimum number of vertices in a dominating set of graph G. Deciding 
whether y(G) < K is NP-complete for planar graphs of maximum degree three [7] and 
for bipartite graphs [6]. For more information on domination, see [lo]. Much of the 
extensive amount of research in graph algorithms has been concerned with developing 
polynomial-time algorithms for NP-complete problems restricted to appropriate classes 
of graphs [8]. Some previous work on finding a pair of disjoint dominating sets having 
some property P appears in [l, 21. Grinstead and Slater [9] considered the problem 
that asks for two minimum dominating sets with minimum possible intersection. This 
is a natural model for some location problems. In the generic model, each vertex of 
G = (If,.!?) represents a customer and a potential site for a facility. A dominating set 
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corresponds to a set of facilities located at DC V so that a customer located at x in 
D is served by the facility at the same place, and a customer located at y not in D is 
served by at least a facility located at x ED that is adjacent to y. Suppose there are 
two types of facilities. We want to place facilities such that the set of vertices selected 
for the same type of facilities is a dominating set. We also want to minimize the num- 
ber of facilities and the number of vertices where both types of facilities are placed. 
Solving the above problem corresponds to finding two minimum dominating sets with 
minimum intersection for graph G. Let n(G) denote the minimum cardinality of the 
intersection of two minimum dominating sets in G. Grinstead and Slater [9] showed 
that simply determining whether there exist two disjoint minimum dominating sets is 
NP-complete for arbitrary bipartite graphs. Then, they gave a linear-time algorithm for 
determining n(G) for G that is a tree. 
A graph G is called an interval graph if its vertices can be put in a one-to-one 
correspondence with a family I of intervals on the real line such that two vertices are 
adjacent if and only if their corresponding intervals have a non-empty intersection. The 
interval family I is called an interval representation of G. Interval graphs have many 
applications to the real world. See [8, 51 for an overview of applications of interval 
graphs. Interval graphs can be recognized in O(n + m) [3, 11, 121. In the affirmative 
case, a sorted interval representation is constructed as a byproduct of the recognition 
algorithms. The domination problem on interval graphs has been studied in [17, 41. For 
other studies on interval graphs, we refer readers to [ 13- 161. In this paper, we give 
an O(m + n)-time algorithm to compute two minimum dominating sets with minimum 
intersection q(G) for an interval graph. A set D is called a connected dominating set 
of graph G if and only if D is a dominating set of G and the subgraph induced by D is 
connected. The algorithm can be easily extended to compute two minimum connected 
dominating sets with minimum intersection for an interval graph in time O(n+m). From 
the results of this paper, it is easy to see that we can determine whether there exist 
two disjoint minimum (connected) dominating sets for interval graphs in polynomial 
time. 
In Section 2, we present the algorithm for computing two minimum dominating sets 
with minimum intersection for interval graphs. In Section 3 we show how to modify the 
algorithm to find two minimum connected dominating sets with minimum intersection. 
Concluding remarks are given in Section 4. 
2. Computing q(G) 
Let I be an interval representation of graph G = (V,E) where V = { 1,2,. . . , n}. For 
simplicity, we refer to the interval in Z corresponding to vertex i in V as interval i. 
For vertex i, ai and bi denote the left and right endpoints of interval i, respectively. 
For convenience, we say that at and bi are the left and right endpoints of vertex i, 
respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that no two intervals of I share a 
common endpoint and 1 < ai < bi < 2n for all i E V. The vertices are in increasing 
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order of the left endpoints of their corresponding intervals, i.e. for two vertices i and 
j, Ui < Uj if i < j. 
For convenience, we need the following notation where i is a vertex in V and S is a 
subset of V. Let N(i) be the set of vertices adjacent to vertex i, and N[i] =N(i) U {i}. 
We use Vi to denote the set { 1,2,. . , i} of vertices. The subgraph induced by VI 
is denoted by G,. Let L; be the set of vertices that are in V, and are not adjacent 
to vertex i, i.e. Li = V, - N[i]. Let D(i) be the collection of all subsets of V, that 
dominate V, and contain vertex i. We use v(i) to denote the minimum cardinality 
of sets in D(i). Let MD(i) be the family of sets in D(i) with minimum cardinality, 
i.e. MD(i) = {D: D E D(i), IDI = y(i)}. Let p(i) be the minimum of {y(h): h E N[i]} 
and MDV(i) be the set of all vertices k such that k E N[i] and y(k) = p(i). Use 
max(S) and min(S) to denote the maximum and minimum vertices in S, respec- 
tively. Let max b(S) and minb(S) denote the vertices in S with the maximum and 
minimum right endpoints, respectively. By the ordering of vertices, it is straightfor- 
ward to verify the following observations: Suppose i, j, k E V, k < j 6 i, L, # 8, and 
k E N[max(Li)]. Then (i) {k,j} dominates V- vk, and (ii) if k < j < i, then (.V[,j]n VI ) 
C(Nt1’1 u N[kl). 
Ramalingam and Rangan gave an O(m + n) algorithm for computing a minimum 
weighted dominating set for an interval graph [ 171. Chang gave an O(n) time algo- 
rithm for the same problem when the input is a set of intervals with endpoints sorted 
[4]. In the following, we give another algorithm for computing a minimum dominat- 
ing set for an interval graph. This algorithm is similar to that given in [17]. The 
observations that lead to this algorithm help us in obtaining an O(m + 91) time al- 
gorithm for finding two minimum dominating sets with minimum intersection. Our 
algorithm for computing a minimum dominating set is based upon the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let k he the vertex with the minimum right endpoint, i.e. k = mm h( V ). 
(1 ) @-a; < hk, then MD(i) = {{i}}. 
(2) Suppose i E V ccnd Ui > bk. Then u set D of’ vertices is in MD(i) iJ’ and only if 
D - {i} E MD(max(D - {i})), and max(D - {i}) l MDV(rnax(Li)). 
(3) A set D qf vertices is u minimum dominuting set of G if and only if’ DE 
MD(max(D)) and max(D) E MDV(n). 
Proof. (1) By definition, if j E V and ~1, .: bk, then hk < b,. Hence a, < hi < h, for 
all ,j E V;. Thus Gi is complete. Obviously, MD(i) = {{i}}. 
(2) Since ai > bk, Li # 8. If D E D(i), then IDI > 2. For simplicity, let h=max(L,). 
We will prove this statement by showing that (i) if D’ E D(j) and j tN[h]. then 
D’u{i}~D(i), and (ii) if DEMD(~). then D-{i} is in D(j) for somejEN[h]. By 
(i), we have y(i) < p(h) + 1. By (ii), we have y(i) - 1 3 p(h). Thus y(i) = p(h) + 1. 
Suppose j E N[h] and D’ E D(j). Since j < i, j E N[h], we have that {j, i} dominates 
V, - Vi. Thus, D’ U {i} dominates Vi. By definition, D’ U {i} E D(i). This proves (i). 
On the other hand, suppose D E MD(i), D’ = D ~ {i} and j = max(D’). By definition, 
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D’nN[h] # 8 since i is not adjacent to h. Let g=min(D’nN[h]). Assume that g # j. 
Since g is adjacent to vertex h and g < j < i, we have that (N[j] fl vi) c(N[g] UN[i]). 
Thus, D - {j} is also in D(i). This contradicts that D EMD(~). Hence, j = g. That is, 
j~N[h]. This proves (ii). 
(3) For simplicity, let i = max(D). Clearly if DE D(i) and i gN[n], then D is a 
dominating set of G. Thus, y(G) < p(n). On the other hand, suppose D is a minimum 
dominating set of G. By definition, D f D(i) and DnN[n] # 0. Let j=min(DnN[n]). 
Assume that i # j. Since j is adjacent to vertex n and j < i, we have N[i] C_N[j]. 
Thus, D - {i} is also a minimum dominating set of G, a contradiction. Hence, j = i. 
That is, i E N[n]. Therefore, p(n) < y(G). 0 
Following the above lemma, we can easily derive the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. The following two statements hold. 
(1) If4 > bninb(V), then y(i) = 1 + p(max(&)); otherwise, y(i) = 1 
(2) Y(G) = p(n). 
Lemma 2. If i, j E V and i < j, then y(i) < y(j). 
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. Clearly, it holds for the case that i = 1 and 
j = 2. Suppose it holds for all i < j < f. Now assume that i < j = f and D E MD( f ). 
For simplicity, let D’ = D - {f} and k = max(D’). By statement (2) of Lemma 1, 
D’ E MD(k) and k E MDV(max(Lf)). Therefore, k E N[max(Lf)] and y(k) = y( f) - 1. 
Consider the following two cases. 
Case 1: k < i. Since k l N[max(Lf)] and k < i < f, {k,i} dominates 6 - Vk. Thus 
D’ U {i} E D(i) since D’ dominates Vk. Hence, y(i) < y(f ). 
Case 2: i < k. By induction hypothesis, y(i) d y(k). Since y(k) = y(f) - 1, y(i) 
-=c Y(f). 
We have proved that the lemma holds when j = f. By induction, the lemma holds. i? 
Corollary 2. If i E V, then p(i) = y(min(N[i])). 
Immediately following Lemma 1, Corollaries 1 and 2, we have the following algo- 
rithm for computing a minimum dominating set MD for an interval graph: Initially, 
let i = n, j = min(N[i]), and MD = {j}. While Lj # 8, repeat the following steps: let 
i = max(Lj)), j = min(N[i]) and MD = MD U {j}. 
In the above algorithm, we repeatedly find a vertex i to compute the next ver- 
tex j to be included in MD. Let MD = {dl < dz < . . . < d,} where r = y(G) be 
the minimum dominating set found by the above algorithm. This algorithm also de- 
fines a set H of vertices, H = {il < i2 < . . . < ir} where i, = n and ih = max(Ld,,+, ) 
for 1 < h -c Y. It is easy to see from the above algorithm that dk = min(N[ik]) 
for 1 d k d y(G). The following lemma is about the relationship between any 
minimum dominating set and this set H of vertices. This lemma is very important 
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to our algorithm for finding two minimum dominating sets with minimum 
intersection. 
Lemma 3. Let H = {il < i2 < . . < ir} where r = y(G) be the set of’ vertices defined 
by the algorithm for finding a minimum dominating set as described above. Let 
S = (~1 < s2 < ‘.’ < s,} be any minimum dominating set of G. Then, sh EMDV(ih) 
ftir all 1 < h < r. 
We will prove the above lemma later. Clearly, MDv(ih, ) n MDV(ih,) = fl for any 
ih,, ihz E H and hl # hz. By the above lemma, it is easy to see that n(G) 3 / { ih E H : 
IhfDv(ih)I = 1}1. If we can find two minimum dominating sets Si and & such that 
IS1 n&j = l{ih E H : IMDV(ih)l= l}i, then we find two minimum dominating sets with 
minimum intersection. This is the basic idea of our algorithm. We need the following 
two lemmas for proving Lemma 3. 
Lemma 4. [f’ i, j E V and i < j, then p(i) d p(j). 
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. Clearly, the lemma holds for the case that 
i = 1 and j =2. Suppose the lemma holds for all i < j < ,f. Now assume that i < j = ,f’ 
and k E MDV(f). If k is adjacent to i, then p(f) = ;j(k) 3 p(i) and hence the lemma 
holds when j = f. On the other hand, suppose k is not adjacent to i. Since i < ,f’ and 
that vertex k is adjacent to vertex f but is not adjacent to vertex i, we have i < k. 
Let h = max(&). Clearly, i < h. By induction hypothesis, p(i) < p(h). By Corollary 
1, p(h) < y(k) = p(f) and hence the lemma holds for j = f. By induction, the lemma 
holds. 0 
Lemma 5. Suppose i, j E V, i < j, and p(i) = p(j). Then, MDV( j) C: MDV(i). 
Proof. Suppose k E MDV( j) and D E MD(k). By definition, k is adjacent to j and D 
dominates Vk. It is easy to see that D also dominates V;. Since V, c Vi, D dominates 
V,. If k is adjacent to i, then k E MDV(i). Assume that k is not adjacent to i. Since k is 
adjacent to j and i < j, we have i < k. Let h = max(Lj ). Then i < h. By Lemma 4 and 
statement (2) of Lemma 1, we have that p(i) d p(h) < y(k) = p(j), a contradiction. 
We have proved that if k E MDV(j), then k E MDV(i). In other words, we have proved 
that MDV( j) C MDV(i). 0 
Proof of Lemma 3. Now we are ready to prove Lemma 3. We prove this lemma by in- 
duction. Note that MD={d, < d2 < . < d,} is the minimum dominating set found by 
the algorithm for finding a minimum dominating set as described above. By statement 
(3) of Lemma 1 and Corollary 2, we have that s, EMDV(~) = MDV(i,) and d, < s,.. 
SUppOSe sh E MDV(ih) and dh d sh for all 1 d J’ < h < y(G). By induction hypothe- 
sis, sf+i EMDV(if+l) and df+l < sf+l. Since df+l < sj+l and if = max(Ld,r, ), we 
have that iI < max(L,,_, ). Since Y(df+l) = y(sf+l ), by statement (1) of Corollary 1 
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we have that I = p(max(L,,,, )). By Lemma 5, sf E MDV(max(L,,+, )) c MDV(if). 
By induction, the lemma holds. q 
Based upon Lemma 3, we give an algorithm for finding two minimum dominating 
sets of G with minimum intersection. This algorithm first computes y(i) and MDV(i) 
for all 1 < i d n. Then, it simultaneously computes q(G) and two minimum dominat- 
ing sets 4 and SZ where ISi n & = q(G). The basic ideas are as follows. Suppose 
Si = {sr,, < si,2 < . . . < SI,,.} and S2 = {SZJ < s2,2 < . . < ~2,~) where r = y(G). The 
algorithm will determine sl,h and s&h one by one starting from h = r to 1. Note 
that set H = {il < i2 < . . < i,.} described in Lemma 3 plays a very important role 
in our algorithm. By Lemma 3, s~,~,sQ EMDV(~,) where i, = n. Let ~1,~ = ~2,~ = k 
if MDV(i,) = {k}. Otherwise, let qr = min(MDV(i,)) and ~2,~ = min(MDV(i,) - 
{+}). Clearly, &_I = max(L,, .) or i,_i = max(L,,r). By induction hypothesis, as- 
sume that we have computed sl,h and s&h for 1 d f < h d r and if = max(L,,,,+, ) 
or if = max(L,,,+, ). We now go on determining SI,J and s~,J. By statement (2) 
of Lemma 1, sr,f EMDV(max(&,+,)) and sz,f E MDV(max(L,,,_,)). Without loss 
of generality, assume that if = max(L,,,,_,). By Lemma 3, {qf,s2,f} CMDV(if). 
By statement (2) of Lemma 1, s2.f EMDV(max(L,Z,f+,)) and sl,f E MDV(if). If 
MDV(if) = {k}, then let si,f = s2,f = k. Otherwise, let s2,f = min(MDV(max(L,,,+, ))) 
and si,f = min(MDV(if) - (s2,f)). Thus, IS1 n S21 = I{ih E H : IMDv(ih)/ = l}l. By 
Lemma 3, q(G) 3 I{ih EH : IMDV(ih)l = l}l. H ence q(G) = ISi n S2 I. The details of 
the algorithm are as follows. 
Algorithm MIZMD. Find two minimum dominating sets with minimum possible in- 
tersection of an interval graph. 
Input. An interval model I of an interval graph G=( V, E). Vertices are labeled from 
1 to n in increasing order of the left endpoints of their corresponding intervals in I. 
Output. q(G) and two minimum dominating sets Si and & of G where 
Sl = {Sl,l < Sl,2 < ‘. . < qr}, s2 = (S2,l < s2,2 < . . . < SZ,r), 
r = y(G) and IS1 n S,l = y(G). 
Method: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
for i = 1 to iz do 
if ai < b,i,b(V) then y(i) + 1; 
else 
compute MDV(max(&)) and p(max(&)) if they have not been computed; 
y(i) +- 1 + p(max(&)); 
end for; 
6. compute ~(a); y(G) +- p(n); 
7. h + y(G); ih + n; 
8. if MDV(ih) = {k}, then 
9. Sl,h+-SZ,h+k rl+l; 
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10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
else 
sl,h + min(MDV(ih)); s2.h +- min(MDV(ih) - {st.h}); q + 0; 
hth-I; 
while h # 0 do 
.jl + ~~~({~l,h+l~~2,h+l})~ .j2 + max({~I.h+l~~~Z.h+l)); ih + max(L,, ): 
if MDV(ih) = {k} then 
S1.h + S2,h + k; y + rl + 1; 
else 
if j, =S],h+l then 
S2,h + min(MDV(max(LJz))); S1.h C min(MDV(ih) - {S?,h}); 
else 
S1.h + min(MDV(max(L,,))); S2.h +- min(MDV(ih) - {.~{,h}); 
h-h-1; 
end while 
Lemma 6. The output of Algorithm MI2MD are two minimum dominutimg sets of 
G with minimum intersection. 
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that St and S2 are minimum dominating sets 
and Isi n & = I{& E H : IhfDv(ih)/ = 1}1. S‘ ince MDV(ih,)nMDV(ih2)=0 for any ih,, 
ihz EH and hl # h2, by Lemma 3 y(G) 3 \{ihEH : lbfDv(ih)/ = 1}1. Thus, q(G) = 
ISI ns2i. i 
Lemma 7. The running time of Algorithm MI2MD is O(n + m). 
Proof. The algorithm computes y(i) and MDV(max(L,)) when interval i is being vis- 
ited. It takes O(deg(max(Li))) time to computes y(i) and MDV(max(L,)) for each 
interval i if max(&) is known in advance where deg(k) denotes the degree of k. In 
fact, we can compute max(Li) for all 1 < i < n in O(n) time as follows. We scan 
endpoints from 1 to 2n. Let e be the endpoint currently visited. We will maintain 
maxa=max({x : 6, < e}). Initially, maxu==O. Now, if e=q, then max(L,)=max CE. If 
e=h,, then maxa=max({max u,i}). Note that ui < b,,, b(v) if and only if max(L,)=O. 
After all endpoints have been visited, we obtain max(L,) for all 1 d i f n. Now, sup- 
pose there are p intervals whose max(L, ) are the same. Then the computation of )I( i) 
and MDV(max(L,)) of these intervals can be done in time O(deg(max(L,)) + p). The 
reason is that p(max(&)) and n/ioV(max(&)) can be done once for all. Thus lines 1 
to 5 can be done in O(n + m) time. In the while loop of lines 13 to 22, it is evident 
that each MDV(&) is examined at most once and those MDV(ih)s examined are dis- 
joint. Hence the while loop can be done in O(n) time. Thus the total running time of 
Algorithm MI2MD is O(n + m). q 
Theorem 1. Given an interval gruph G, y(G) and u puir of minimum dominuting sets 
oj’G icith minimum possible intersection can be jbund in O(m + n) time. 
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3. Computing qc(G) 
In this section, we assume that the graph considered is a connected interval graph. 
We need some more notation, where i is a vertex of V: 
N-(i) = {k E N(i) : k < i}. 
CD(i) = {D:D c 6, i = max(D), D is a connected dominating set of vi}. 
ye(i) = min{ IDI : D E CD(i)}. 
MCD(i) = {D : D E D(i), (DI = y&i)}. 
For 1 < i < n, 
pc(i) = min{y,(k) : k EN-(i)}, and 
MCDV(i) = {k EN-(i) : y,(k) = &i)}. 
Since G is connected, N-(i) # 0 for 1 < i < n. The following lemma can be proved 
by arguments similar to those for proving Lemma 1. 
Lemma 8. (1) Zf iE V WZd ai < bmin b(y), then MCD( i) = {{i}}. 
(2) Suppose i E V and ai > bminb(V). Then, a set D of vertices is in MCD(i) if and 
only if D - {i} ~McD(max(D - {i})) and max(D - {i}) EMCDV(~). 
(3) A set D of vertices is a minimum connected dominating set of G if and only 
if D E MCD(max(D)) and max(D) E MCDV(n). 
Corollary 3. The following two statements hold. 
(1) If i E V and ai > &in b(v), then ye(i) = 1 + PC(i); otherwise, ye(i) = 1. 
(2) y,(G) = PC(n). 
Lemma 9. If i, j E V and i < j, then rc(i) < yJj). 
Proof. The lemma holds if ai < bmin b(v). Suppose ai > &in b(v). Let D EMCD(~). 
Let D’ = {k ED : k < i}. Since j $! D’, ID’1 < IDI. It is straightforward to verify that 
D’ U {i} E CD(i). Thus, y&i) < ID’/ + 1 ,< y&). 0 
Corollary 4. For 1 < i < n, pJi) = y,(min(N-(i))). 
Lemma 10. If i, j E V, i < j, and yJi) = yJj), then MCDV(j) &MCDV(i). 
Proof. Suppose k E MCDV( j). By statement (1) of Corollary 3, y,(k) = ye(j) - 1. 
Consider the following two cases. 
Case 1: k < i. By the ordering of intervals, k EN-(~). Since y,(k) = ye(j) - 1 = 
y&i) - 1, by statement (2) of Lemma 8 we have that k EMCDV(~). Thus, the lemma 
holds in this case. 
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Cuse 2: i < k. By Lemma 9, we have that ye(i) < y,(k) < >lr( j), a contradiction. 
Immediately following Lemma 8 and Corollary 4, we have the following algorithm 
for computing a minimum connected dominating set CL> for interval graph G. Initially. 
let i = IZ, j = min(IV(i)); and CD = {j}. While a, > h,i, h(y), repeat the following 
steps: let i = j, j = min(N-(i)) and CD = CD U { j}. 
Let CD = {cdl < cd2 < < cd,}, where Y = Y~( G), be the minimum connected 
dominating set found by the above algorithm. The algorithm also defines a set of 
vertices H,. = {il < iz < . . < ir} such that i, =n, and ih =cdh+l =min(NP(ih+l )) for 
1 < h < Y. The following lemma is similar to Lemma 3 and is about the relationship 
between any minimum connected dominating set of G and set H<. 
Lemma 11. Let H,. = {il < i2 < ... <i,}, where Y = ?JG), he the set of vertices 
d&wd by the algorithm forjinding a minimum connected dominating set as described 
above. Let S = (SI < s2 < < s,] he uny minimum connected dominating .set (?I’ G. 
Then, sh E MCDV(&) jbr all I < h < ;;(G). 
Proof. Omitted. 
Now if we replace y(i), p(i) and MDV(i) of Algorithm MI2MD by ye(i), pL,(i) and 
MCDV(i), respectively, the new algorithm can be used to compute q,(G). The reasons 
are as follows: In the previous section, the correctness of Algorithm MIZMD is based 
upon Lemmas 1 and 3. It is not hard to see that, if we replace the corresponding terms. 
Lemmas 1 and 3 are quite similar to Lemmas 8 and 11 given in this section. With a 
little thought, readers can be convinced that Algorithm MI2MD can be slightly modified 
to compute two minimum connected dominating sets with minimum intersection and 
q,.(G). Thus, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Given an interval graph G, rlc(G) and a pair of minimum connected 
dominating sets qf G with minimum possible intersection can he found in O(n + m) 
time. 
4. Concluding remarks 
Finding two minimum dominating sets with minimum intersection can be considered 
as finding two minimum dominating sets such that the cardinality of the union of 
them is maximum. Then, we can generalize the problem to find k, k > 1, minimum 
dominating sets such that the cardinality of the union of them is maximum. We believe 
our algorithm can be extended to solve this problem on interval graphs in polynomial 
time. It is interesting to see if the problems considered here can be solved in polynomial 
time on more general classes of graphs such as circular-arc graphs and cocomparability 
graphs. 
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